Using data on hourly outputs and spot prices for a sample 25 wind and nine solar generating plants covering all seven U.S. ISOs for 2011 and up to 12 adjacent months, this study examines capacity factors, average output values, and several aspects of intermittency. Most performance measures studied vary substantially within and between ISOs, and some vary substantially over time. Implications for research, market design, and policies to support renewable generation are briefly discussed.
Introduction
The rapid growth of wind and solar electricity generation globally in recent decades has been driven in large part by a diverse set of subsidies and regulations. In the U.S. these have involved all levels of government, and they have primarily rewarded investment in generation facilities and megawatt-hours (MHh) generated. 2 The main federal subsidy for solar generation has been a 30% investment tax credit, and both solar and wind facilities have been eligible for accelerated depreciation. These and similar investment-based state and local tax credits clearly provide weaker incentives to minimize production costs than generation-based subsidies.
The main federal subsidy for wind generation has been a $23/MWh production tax credit (PTC). Standard (RPS) programs that generally require affected utilities to purchase specified quantities of renewable energy credits (RECs), which are produced in proportion to their outputs by certified generating facilities powered by renewable energy. To be certified in half of these programs, a generator must deliver power in the state in question, and the other 15 programs either limit certification to nearby generators or provide incentives for in-state generation. Ignoring the facts that the marginal value of electricity varies substantially over time and space and that sites for wind and solar generators vary on several dimensions of quality simplifies these policies but also reduces their efficiency. It is not clear a priori that this is a bad tradeoff, of course. If the PTC and state RPS program also covered nuclear plants, for instance, it would seem unlikely that site choice would affect performance much or that these baseload plants would be able to be very responsive to changes in the value of electricity over time except, perhaps, via scheduling maintenance outages.
Wind and solar plants are different from nuclear plants, of course. Their performance on several dimensions is affected by the weather and thus by location, as well as by operator decisions. Some places are obviously sunnier than others and some are windier, but other aspects of weather also matter. Since the spot market price of electricity varies over time, the average social value of wind and solar generators are importantly affected by when the wind blows and when the sun shines at their sites, as well as by when facility maintenance is scheduled. Moreover, the outputs of wind and solar facilities are intermittent --variable over time and imperfectly predictable -so the observed output of a solar or wind facility over time is a realization of a stochastic process. Both the variability of that process and its correlations with electricity demand and the output of other intermittent facilities will affect the facility's contribution to system capacity and the costs of integrating it and facilities like it.
The importance of the variation over space and time along multiple dimensions of wind and solar generators' performance has implications for academic research, market design, and public policy. Can wind generators' performance in a single region be treated as representative of the nation as a whole? Should all solar plants receive identical treatment in a regional capacity market? Are the costs of constraining the siting of renewable generators acceptably small? Developing the factual basis necessary to address these and other related questions requires quantitative analysis of the performance of wind and solar generators within and between multiple U.S. regions and over time. This paper presents such an analysis.
When essentially all US generating plants were owned by regulated public utilities, data on their performance were publicly available and were employed in numerous empirical studies.
Many wind and solar facilities are now unregulated and operate in competitive markets, however, and data on the operation of those facilities are commonly treated as proprietary and confidential. This study employs confidential data supplied by the seven U.S. Independent System Operators (ISOs) on hourly output and nodal spot prices for a sample of 25 wind and 9 solar (photovoltaic) generating plants across the U.S. for 2011 and up to 12 adjacent months. In order to maintain confidentiality most characteristics of those facilities were not provided. This essay presents an analysis of the performance of those 34 plants. As far as I know, this study is the first to employ data of this sort from all seven U.S. ISOs and thus to examine performance differences both within and between regions as well as, to a limited extent, over time.
Section 2 provides a brief description of the data used in this study. More detail is provided in Sections A.1 and A.2 of the Appendix. Taking advantage of our uniquely rich price data, Section A.3 of the Appendix provides new information that may be of independent interest on the distributions of spot prices over time at individual network nodes and across space within ISOs. Nodal price distributions are generally right-skewed and have considerably fatter tails than normal distributions, and prices often differ substantially within some ISOs.
Section 3 considers the distributions of capacity factors among the generators in our sample and of their value factors: the ratios of the average spot-price value of these generators' outputs to the unweighted average spot prices they faced. Variation in cross-section and over time in capacity factors and in wind generators value factors are substantial. Some correlates of the cross-section differences in value factors are discussed, and evidence consistent with their expected decline over time is presented. Finally, this section explores generators' reactions to the negative spot prices that all units outside ISONE faced in 2011 and shows that negative prices generally did not induce generators to reduce output. 6 Section 4 presents evidence on three quantities related to the intermittency of wind and solar generation: capacity factors during hours of high spot prices, hour-to-hour and day-to-day variability in output at the facility and ISO levels, and the incidence of low or zero generation.
Capacity factors during high-price periods are found to vary substantially over space and time.
Measures of variability are developed to deal with the predictable diurnal changes in the output of solar facilities, and a new measure of the gains from geographic averaging across facilities is presented and employed. Variability differs substantially in cross-section, as do gains from geographic averaging. Spells of zero ISO-level wind output appear much more common in the Northeast than elsewhere. Both inter-and intra-regional differences are important, and some quantities vary substantially over time.
This analysis reveals that there is a great deal of variation around overall and regional means of many performance measures, and some vary substantially over time. Some of that variability reflects the poor design of current U.S. subsidy policies, which also leads to social inefficient operating decisions. Section 5 provides a brief discussion of some implications of our substantive findings for research, market design, and public policy. 6 Generators' bids were constrained to be non-negative in ISONE during the period studied here.
Data Employed
As Joskow (2011 ), Borenstein (2012 , and others have stressed, in the absence of identifiable externalities, the best measure of the marginal social value of the output of any particular generator is given by the location-specific spot prices that generator faces. Unfortunately, in the U.S. location-specific spot wholesale prices exist only in the regions served by the seven Independent System Operators (ISOs), which manage organized wholesale electricity markets and regional transmission systems.
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These systems meet around 2/3 of U.S. electricity demand and serve around 2/3 of U.S. electricity customers.
The sample of wind and solar generation plants analyzed here is accordingly drawn from those systems, and data on their hourly outputs and the corresponding spot prices were kindly provided by all of the seven U.S. ISOs:
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The Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), which serves most of Texas.
ISO-New England (ISONE), which serves the six New England States.
The Midcontinent ISO (MISO), which serves North Dakota, Minnesota, and Iowa, as well as most of South Dakota, Illinois, and Indiana, and small parts of several adjacent states.
The New York ISO (NYISO), which serves New York State
The PJM Interconnection (PJM), which serves Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia, and the District of Columbia, as well as most of Ohio and parts of Illinois, Indiana, and other adjacent states.
The Southwest Power Pool (SPP), which serves Nebraska, Kansas, and Oklahoma, as well as parts of Texas, New Mexico, and other adjacent states.
The California ISO (CAISO), which serves most of California. 7 Baker et al (2013) use system lambda, short-run marginal generating cost, to measure the value of (estimated) solar generation in areas without organized markets. As they note, system lambda differs from the location-specific prices used here because it does not take into account transmission congestion or losses and, unlike location-specific spot price, it can never be negative. 8 ISONE, MISO, PJM, and SPP have also been certified by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) as Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) and thus have somewhat greater responsibilities for system reliability than the other ISOs. For all but SPP, the spot price data are Locational Marginal Prices (LMPs) or nodal prices for the network nodes at which each generator in the sample is located. These LMPs are defined as the short-run marginal cost of meeting an additional MWh of demand at the node in the transmission system at which the generator is located, taking into account transmission losses, transmission line capacity constraints, and the (as-bid) costs of incremental generation.
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The SPP prices are not LMPs since they do not take into account transmission losses, but they are the spot prices each generator in fact faced. (As this was written SPP was in the process of moving to a full LMP pricing system.) I asked personnel of each of the ISOs for hourly price and output data for at least three representative wind facilities and three representative solar facilities, geographically dispersed within each system, covering a two-year (17,520-hour) period that included all of 2011. As described in more detail in the Data Appendix, two years of data were provided for all wind plants except those in ERCOT and CAISO. Both ERCOT and MISO provided data on five wind facilities, so the wind sample includes 25 facilities covering all seven U.S. ISOs.
The solar sample is much less comprehensive. Either because they had no utility-scale solar units or because they had so few that providing data on any of them might compromise confidentiality, ERCOT, MISO, NYISO, and SPP were unable to provide any solar data. ISONE, PJM, and CAISO provided data on three solar photovoltaic plants each, but in each case for fewer than the hoped-for 17,520 hours, as discussed in detail in the Data Appendix.
The reason for requesting data covering a two year period was to enable examination of year-to-year changes in various quantities. For facilities with shorter data series, Early/Late changes reported in various Tables below were computed between 8760-hour early and late periods that overlapped, as described in the Data Appendix. This procedure avoids contamination by seasonality but undoubtedly understates year-to-year variability.
In order to preserve confidentiality, five of the ISOs provided no information on the locations of the facilities their data covered. The two exceptions were ISONE, for which reported differences in location had no obvious relation to any performance measure and thus played no role in this study, and ERCOT, for which, as discussed below, locational differences were very important indeed. 9 See Hogan (1992) or Hsu (1997) .
Finally, only CAISO provided nameplate capacities. Instead of these missing figures, I used the largest observed hourly output in the data as the measure of capacity for all facilities.
Thus the capacity factor (CF) for each plant was computed as the ratio of average hourly generation to the maximum hourly generation observed. For the three CAISO wind facilities, maximum observed generation was 110.3%, 103.4%, and 102.0% of nameplate capacity. For the three CAISO solar facilities these numbers are 99.8%, 93.0%, and 108.1%. These data suggest that our CF statistics will be close to the true capacity factors and perhaps slightly below them on average. Moreover, since in four of the six CAISO units output above nameplate capacity was observed, it is not obvious that CF is inferior to the conventional nameplate-based measure of capacity utilization. Finally, it seems unlikely that any of the sites were so poorly chosen by profit-seeking developers that generation at that site remained substantially below nameplate capacity for all of the more than 13,000 consecutive hours for which we have data.
While this data set does contain an abundance of plant-specific hourly information in multiple regions, it has obvious weaknesses that should be kept in mind in interpreting the results below. We do not observe the vintages of these facilities nor any specific differences in the technologies they embody. We do not have data on all the wind or solar plants in any ISO, nor do we know the locations of the plants we do observe. Thus we do not know whether our sample of plants is truly representative in any sense.
Output Value

Measuring Relative Value
Consider a proposed wind or solar generating facility and set aside for the moment its impact on system-wide capacity, any incremental integration costs, and any other associated externalities.
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Let C be that facility's pre-subsidy levelized cost of electric energy (LCOE), let P h be the nodal spot wholesale price it faces in hour h, and let Q h be its output during that hour. Then neglecting within-year discounting, that facility will make a positive contribution to social welfare if and only if 10 Issues related to system capacity and integration costs are the focus of Section 4. Externalities of particular importance are likely to be pollution-reduction benefits associated with the displacement of conventional generation, and, as Siler-Evans et al (2013) argue, regional differences in conventional generation fleets imply considerable regional differences in those external benefits.
(1)
where the summation is over the H hours of the year considered. (1) shows that what matters in general is the weighted average spot price, using facility-specific outputs as weights:
where P is the unweighted average spot price faced by this plant, and ψ is the ratio of the outputweighted average of the spot prices it faces to the unweighted average of those prices: Hirth (2013) and call ψ the value factor for the facility-year being considered. It is an average relative price, with the average (or baseload) price as numeraire.
If a facility's ψ is expected to be generally above one, it may be a socially attractive investment even if its LCOE is generally somewhat above the average wholesale price. On the other hand, if its ψ is expected to be generally below one, its LCOE would need to be substantially below the average spot price for the facility to represent an attractive investment.
To get a more intuitive understanding of ψ , let 11 If C were the LCOE taking into account available subsidies, (1) would be an approximate test for profitability. Not all power is sold at the spot price, of course, but with price uncertainty, negotiating a contract to sell at a certain, constant price is likely to reduce, not increase, the investment's expected profitability, since the counterparty will generally need to be compensated for bearing price risk. . 12 See Borenstein (2008) , Fripp and Wiser (2008) , and Lamont (2008) for early recognition of this point. Joskow (2011) and Borenstein (2012) 
That is, ψ is greater than or less than one depending on whether prices and quantities are positively or negatively correlated. Given this correlation, the absolute value of the difference between ψ and one is greater the greater are the standard deviations of the price and quality relatives defined in (4). If either standard deviation is zero, so that price or quantity is constant, ψ equals one, as (3) shows directly.
There is no reason to expect unit-specific values of ψ to be constant over time. In particular, as Hirth (2013) 14 We have at most a two-year sample, however, and changes in the weather between our early and late periods could easily lead to changes in the pattern of outputs that mask unfavorable changes in the pattern of prices. In an attempt to control for such weather changes, I proceeded as follows. Let P t be the vector of prices in period t, and let Q t be the corresponding vector of outputs. We can then decompose the change in ψ between two periods, 1 and 2, of equal length as follows, using equation (3) to define the function   , P Q  :
The first term in the middle of (6), , p   is the average of the changes in ψ caused by changes in prices between the two periods with the output vector held constant, computed using both periods' output vectors. One would expect Δψ p to be a more sensitive measure of the adverse impact of increased renewable penetration on prices than the raw change in ψ. ISO-specific average CFs also had a substantial range: from 0.23 (ISONE) to 0.42 (SPP).
Capacity Factors and Value Factors
In a standard analysis-of-variance decomposition, between-ISO variation accounted for 69% of 15 See, e.g., Joskow (2011) 16 As the efficiency of wind turbines has improved over time, some of the variation in CF among wind facilities likely reflects unobservable vintage effects rather than locational differences. (Vintage effects seem a priori less likely to be substantial for solar generators.) On the other hand, as we note below, inter-ISO variation exceeds intra-ISO variation, for which vintage effects seem likely to be more substantial. This argues that the observed variation in CF is primarily due to locational differences. The early/late variation in CF shown in Table 1 is clearly uncontaminated by vintage effects.
the total variance of wind plant CFs.
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For solar plants, the average CF in CAISO (0.24) was more than twice the averages in PJM (0.09) and ISONE (0.11), and between-ISO variation accounted for 93% of the total 2011 variance in solar plant CFs.
The early/late coefficients of variation shown in Table 1 were computed as the ratios of the standard deviations of changes between early and late 8760-hour periods (some of which overlap, as the Data Appendix indicates) and the corresponding 2011 means. The early/late coefficients of variation and the 2011 coefficients of variation are thus not strictly comparable.
Nonetheless, Table 1 would seem to imply that in this sample the cross-section differences in capacity factors of both wind and solar plants are more important than the variation between the two (adjacent or overlapping) years compared, much more important in most cases.
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The average value factors shown in Table 1 indicate that on average, relative to unweighted average spot prices, an MWh from a solar facility was worth about 32% more than an MWh from a wind facility, reflecting the fact that spot prices are generally higher in the daytime than at night. But there is considerable variation in this ratio at the individual facility level. The mean of the 225 (= 9x25) ratios of a solar plant ψ to a wind plant ψ in our sample was 1.37, with a standard deviation of 0.37 and an inter-quartile range of 1.21 to 1.41.
As Figure 1 indicates, only two of the wind facilities in our sample had value factors much above one in 2011.
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These were the two coastal facilities in ERCOT. At the other extreme, the lowest value factor was computed for one of the western ERCOT plants. Overall, there is a weak negative relation between ψ and CF (ρ = -0.25), which is visible in Figure 1 . The relation is considerably stronger if the three ERCOT outliers just mentioned are removed (ρ = -0.53). Table 1 shows that for wind generators the early/late variation in ψ, discussed in more detail below, is roughly comparable to the cross-section variation in 2011 and that ψ is somewhat less variable than CF in both time-series and cross-section dimensions. ISO-average ψs for wind facilities ranged only from 0.84 (CAISO) to 0.99 (ISONE), and between-ISO variation accounted for only 11% of the total 2011 variance in these quantities.
All of the solar facilities have ψ > 1, and there is considerably less cross-section variation than for wind generators. There is a weak negative relation between ψ and CF (ρ = here by CF. But to maximize value per unit of capacity, one would want to choose a location that maximized the value-adjusted capacity factor: VCF ≡ ψ*CF. Table 1 gives summary statistics for VCF for wind and solar units.
For wind units, VCF has a slightly greater range and slightly more variability than CF.
The generator with the greatest VCF in 2011 was the right-most of the two high-ψ facilities in Figure 1 , one of the Coastal ERCOT facilities, not one of the four generators that had higher
CFs. On the other hand, broadly consistent with the findings of Lewis (2010) for Michigan, only for CAISO did the facility with the highest CF in the region not also have the highest VCF.
Decomposing the variance of log(VCF) for wind plants as above reveals that variations in log(CF) and log(ψ) are of roughly equal importance, with the substantial negative covariance reducing the variance of log(VCF) by 37%.
As Figure 2 might suggest, in our small sample of solar generators the variance of log(VCF) mainly reflects the variance of log(CF), with the covariance term reducing the variance of log(VCF) by 9%. The three CAISO plants with the largest capacity factors also have the 20 See, for instance, the location-specific information provided by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory: http://www.nrel.gov/renewable_resources/ largest values of value-adjusted capacity factors, and within each of the three regions the plant with the highest CF also has the highest VCF. For wind facilities the cross-section variation in VCF is somewhat more important than the early/late variation; for solar facilities it is much more important, reflecting the large differences between CAISO on the one hand and PJM and ISONE on the other.
The data presented here raise an obvious question: why were some wind and solar facilities built on sites that produced much lower capacity factors than were attained elsewhere?
Three reasons seem plausible. First, since most historical wind data were collected at ground level or slightly above, well below the hub height of wind turbines, 21 it is thus possible that poor data led to poor siting decisions for some early wind plants. Second, wholesale electricity prices tend to be higher in ISONE and NYISO than in the Midwest or California, 22 so that wind and solar facilities may be less uneconomic in the former regions than their capacity factors would suggest. Finally, and probably most importantly, as noted in the Section 1, state RPS programs constrain the siting of wind and solar generators. The rationale is generally economic development, but the result is clearly sub-optimal generator siting from the point of view of the nation as a whole. All generation shares increased, but changes in shares or their squares were uncorrelated with Δψ p averages for both solar or wind. All the solar shares were so small (the largest was 0.7 percent for CAISO in 2012) that it is not surprising that the small observed changes had no apparent effect on prices. The wind shares were considerably larger, however, and some increases were substantial. The share of wind in generation in SPP, for instance rose from 4.9 percent to 9.4 percent and, while the average Δψ p was negative for SPP, it was smaller in absolute value than the average declines in PJM, NYISO, and MISO, in all of which both the initial wind share and its change were notably smaller.
It is not clear that much weight can be placed on these negative results, however. The Table 3 sheds some light on why output from some facilities is more valuable on average than output from others. Solar generators do not produce at night, for instance, when prices are generally low. In contrast, the first line of Table 3 reveals that wind generators on average produced 15% more per hour during the low-load night hours (defined here and below as 10:00 pm through 6:00 am) than at other times. While the ratio of generation at night to generation at other times appears stable over time for individual facilities, at least within our short sample period, there is considerable variation among facilities, and this ratio is highly negatively correlated with 2011 value factors. All but three wind plants generated more on average at night than at other times; two of these were the coastal ERCOT facilities with the highest 2011 value factors in the sample. At the other extreme, the plant with the highest ratio of generation at night to generation at other times was the western ERCOT facility with the lowest 2011 value of ψ.
Some Possible Correlates of Value Factors
In the U.S., system peak loads generally occur in the summer. Table 3 reveals that, as one would expect, all solar units had higher average generation in the summer (defined here as June through August) than in other months, while wind facilities on average produced about 20%
less. Four wind facilities were more productive in the summer than in other months, however:
one in ISONE and all three in CAISO.
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Differences in the ratio of generation in the summer to generation at other times were essentially uncorrelated with differences in ψ among wind facilities or among solar facilities, however.
Wind or solar generators add more to system reliability the more they produce during periods when the system is short of capacity and incremental generation is particularly valuable.
To explore this aspect of performance and its relation to value factors, we study generation at times of high spot prices. While peak system-level demand will cause high spot prices, such prices can also occur with moderate loads and planned or unplanned outages of generation or transmission capacity. I found a spot price level for each facility such that it was exceeded for about 100 hours in 2011 and studied generation during those peak-price hours.
25 Table 3 gives the ratio of average generation during those hours to average generation at other times. While the ranges of this statistic for both wind and solar plants are impressive, so is the contrast between wind and solar plants. Wind facilities generated on average 28% less during peak-price hours than other hours during 2011, while solar facilities generated 58% more on average. While all solar plants generated more during peak than off-peak hours in 2011, only four out of 25 wind plants did: the two coastal facilities in ERCOT, again, and two of the three ISONE generators. Within the solar sample and, especially, the wind sample, the ratio of peak to off-peak generation was positively correlated with plant-specific value factors in 2011. For both technologies, this ratio exhibits substantial cross-section variation and even greater intertemporal variability. 24 The CAISO result is consistent with Fripp and Wiser (2008) , who find that winds in coastal passes in California are stronger in the summer that in other seasons. 25 The range was 95 to 104 hours.
Negative Spot Prices
All generators outside ISONE faced negative spot prices for at least 18 hours during 2011.
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These prices often reflected transmission congestion, and Texas has for some time lacked adequate transmission capacity between its wind generators in the west and its load centers in the east. Thus it is not surprising that one of the western ERCOT units had the highest incidence sample of negative prices in this sample in 2011: 1542 hours, or just under 18% of the year. The other two western ERCOT units faced negative prices in 857 and 529 hours during 2011. But other areas also experienced a high incidence of negative prices. Nine other units in the sample, including all six CAISO wind and solar units, faced negative spot prices during more than 500 hours in 2011.
During the period covered by our data, ISONE alone did not allow generators to bid negative prices. While negative spot prices have nonetheless arisen in ISONE during episodes of severe congestion, such episodes have been rare, and there are no negative prices in any of our ISONE data. During 2011, all six ISONE wind and solar facilities faced spot prices that were exactly zero during 47 hours. (One faced zero spot prices in two other hours.) At the ISONE interior hub, day-ahead prices were positive in all those hours, and the spot prices were unaffected by congestion. It thus appears that the spot market cleared at the lowest price bid, zero, because the system load was unexpectedly low, not because of congestion.
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Because of ISONE's unusual market structure during this period, the analysis in the remainder of this section excludes the facilities in that ISO. Table 4 shows that on average wind facilities outside ISONE had positive outputs during 92% of the hours when the spot price they faced was negative. Moreover, wind plants produced 49% more on average during those hours than at other times. It seems likely that wind generation in negative-price periods would have been even higher in the absence of ISO curtailment actions, particularly in ERCOT.
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As a mechanical matter, this explains the negative 26 See Huntowski et al (2012) for a general discussion of negative spot prices in wholesale electricity markets and some historical data. 27 Thirty-three of the zero-price hours occurred between 2:00 am and 7:00 am, when loads are usually low. Another 12 occurred during other times in the August 28 -30 period, when Tropical Storm Irene was moving north through New England, causing outages and reducing air conditioning demand. 28 All ISOs reported that they curtailed wind output under some conditions, though clearly not whenever spot prices turned negative. The specific conditions and the frequency of curtailment seem to have varied substantially among the seven ISOs. Information on curtailments in a few regions during 2011 is provided in U.S. Department of Energy correlation in 2011 between the incidence of negative prices and units' value factors: output was generally high when the spot price was negative, so the more frequent were negative prices, the lower the average spot price received. Table 4 reveals that the incidence of negative prices varied considerably among the non-ISONE plants in our sample as well as between early and late periods.
Negative prices at wind plant nodes are sometimes described as a nightime phenomenon, since, as noted above, wind output is higher on average at night when demand is generally lower.
It is indeed true that wind plants were more likely to face negative prices at night, but the difference is less pronounced than sometimes suggested. The eight night-time hours between 10:00 pm and 6:00 am accounted for 52% of the negative prices in the 2011 sample. Since there are twice as many daytime as nighttime hours, nighttime hours were 2.2 {=.52/[(1-.52)/2]} times as likely to have a negative price than daytime hours. Table 4 shows that the solar plants in our PJM and CAISO samples faced negative spot prices roughly as often on average as wind plants in 2011. This average hides a large inter-ISO difference, however: facilities in PJM averaged 37 hours with negative prices, while facilities in CAISO averaged 729 such hours -more than all but the three western ERCOT plants in our 22-plant, ISONE-excluded sample of wind facilities. Solar facilities produced 62% less on average when prices were negative than at other times, thus accounting in part for their generally higher value factors than wind generators.
A major reason for this difference is that, as just noted, negative prices are more likely to occur at night, when solar facilities can't generate. Negative prices were slightly more likely to occur at night for solar plants than for wind plants. In 2011, 57% of the hours when solar plants faced negative prices occurred at night, so that solar plants were 2.7 {=.57/[(1-.57)/2]} times more likely to face a negative price in a nighttime hour than in a daytime hour. The last two lines in Table 4 present the incidence of negative prices in daytime hours for the solar facilities in our PJM and CAISO sample and the fraction of daytime hours with negative prices in which (2012, pp. 42-43) , which suggests that curtailments were particularly important in ERCOT. See also the discussion of zero-output hours in Section 4.3, below.
those facilities had positive generation. It is clear that PJM and CAISO solar facilities generally continued to generate during the day even when facing negative prices.
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Electricity generation in the face of negative prices is an unintended consequence of governments' subsidy policies discussed in Section 1. As long as the production tax credit (PTC) plus the spot price is positive it is profitable to run a wind generator and sell the output on the spot market. If the generator's output is instead sold under a long-term contract with a positive per-MWh price, as is relatively common, the incentive to operate the generator in the face of negative spot prices is even stronger. Thus as wind generation increases in importance, one can expect the incidence of significantly negative spot prices to increase.
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To explain the failure of solar plants to shut down when the sun is shining but the spot price is negative one must look to state RPS programs, which treat all MWhs generated as equivalent, regardless of when they are generated. The outputs of wind and solar generators are accordingly often sold under long-term contracts with positive per-MWh prices that do not depend on the current spot price. Even if power is sold on the spot market, the value of the associated RECs does not depend on when they were produced. Thus state RPS programs provide solar facilities an incentive to generate even when the value of incremental electricity (i.e., the spot price) is negative, and they provide wind facilities an additional incentive to do so.
System Capacity and Integration
System Capacity
In theory, estimating the contribution a particular actual generating facility's contribution to a power system's load carrying capacity requires a good deal of system-and facility-specific 29 I also examined the incidence of negative prices during prime solar generating hours, taken to be from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm. One PJM facility experienced negative prices in 6 prime hours during 2011 and generated during all of them; another PJM plant generated in the single prime hour in which it faced a negative price; and the third PJM solar facility did not face a negative price during any prime hour in 2011. In contrast, the three CAISO facilities saw negative prices in over 3% of all prime hours in 2011, and all generated in at least 97% of those hours. 30 Huntowski et al (2012) find that negative prices have become more common since 2006 at several locations, though their data do not show a 2009-11 trend despite large increases in wind capacity over that period. In early-tolate comparisons in our sample, the incidence of negative prices declined for 14 of 25 wind units, with major declines in western ERCOT and CAISO and substantial increases in MISO. Among solar units there were major declines in CAISO and small increases elsewhere. Since negative prices often reflect transmission congestion, the most plausible explanation for substantial declines in their incidence is expansion of transmission capacity.
information. In practice, however, ISO capacity markets and system planners often rely on capacity factors during peak periods, sometimes averaged across an entire system.
31 Table 5 provides information on capacity factors during the peak-price periods defined in Section 3.3. Comparing the 2011 CF means in Table 5 with those in Table 1 reveals that, as   Table 3 showed, wind units generally produce less in peak-price periods than at other times, while solar units generally produce more. The range of capacity factors for wind in Table 5 is wider than in Table 1 , with ERCOT facilities generally high and NYSIO facilities generally low.
The range of capacity factors for solar in Table 5 is notably narrower than in Table 1 , with CAISO, as expected, well above the others.
The final two columns in Table 5 show considerable cross-section variability, though less than in Table 1 , and a good deal more early-late variability than in Table 1 . This suggests the need to base estimates of contributions to system capacity on data covering at least several years.
The second line of Table 5 shows that 80% of the variance among wind 2011 peak-price capacity factors was within, not between, ISOs. Thus the use of ISO-wide wind plant averages for planning or capacity market purposes is likely to entail significant mis-characterization of individual generators. In contrast, about half the early-to-late period variation for wind units is between ISOs, pointing to the importance of ISO-wide changes. The variance decomposition results for our small solar sample reflect the very high 2011 peak-period capacity factors for CAISO generators and the fact that all early-to-late changes were negative for those generators and positive for all others. Both wind and solar results presumably reflect both year-to-year ISOwide changes in the timing of peak-price periods and in wind and insolation patterns.
Changes in Output
The more variable are the outputs of wind and solar generation, all else equal, the more ramping capability hydroelectric and fossil-fueled generators must be able to provide.
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The PTC and state RPS programs provide no incentive for generators to select sites with low variability of wind or insolation, and some RPS siting constraints may work in the opposite direction. It is also of interest to consider day-today variability by focusing on differences between output in the same hours in adjacent days:
These measures make little sense for solar plants, however, since solar generation is so strongly affected by predictable diurnal variations in insolation. Knowing that output is stable at zero during the night is not very informative, and system operators can easily predict the substantial output variation during the day that follows from diurnal changes in insolationthough at high enough penetration even perfectly predictable output changes may be large enough to present significant operational challenges.
An hour-to-hour measure that does not suffer from the diurnal change problem, at least during daylight hours, is the standard deviation of differences between output in each hour and the average of the outputs in the preceding and following hours, normalized by average hourly output during 2011 as above:
33 I make no claim that the measures employed here are in any sense optimal, but they do seem easy to interpret. For alternative measures see, e.g., Ela and O'Malley (2012) . 34 The obvious alternative would be to scale by maximum observed output, our proxy for capacity. But maximum observed output is by definition an outlier, and average output seems a better measure of facility importance. All of the measures developed here are negatively correlated with capacity factors; when scaled by maximum observed output the correlations are positive. To see how this can arise mechanically, suppose a facility's output is M with probability A/M and zero otherwise, so that mean output is A. Then it is easy to show that the standard deviation of the difference between independent draws from this distribution is 2 ( ) A M A  . Dividing by A yields an expression that is decreasing in the capacity factor A/M, while dividing by M yields an expression that is increasing in A/M. 35 While hourly data may be adequate to capture most variability in wind power, the output of individual photovoltaic facilities can change from minute to minute as clouds pass over.
A comparison of Vh and Vht for wind facilities provides some information on the extent to which hour-to-hour changes reflect short-term trends. The day-to-day analog of Vht is
Vdt should be free any problems posed by predictable seasonal changes in the case of solar plants, and a comparison of Vdt with Vd sheds some light on the importance of multi-day trends for wind plants.
In order to eliminate the influence of the predictable night-time stability of solar output at zero, the samples used to compute Vht and Vdt for solar facilities were limited to hours in which either the facility's generation was positive or its generation in both comparison hours was positive. This effectively treats other instances of zero generation as predictable. Statistics for wind plants were computed using data for all hours.
This difference in sample selection may have something to do with the somewhat surprising finding, presented in Table 6 , that solar facilities showed higher average values of Vht and Vdt than wind facilities in 2011. But there are only nine facilities in the solar sample, and, as Day-ahead forecasting is more difficult than hour-ahead forecasting, so that the difference between the hourly and daily measures in Table 6 is likely to under-state the difference in the importance of unforecastable changes between these two time-scales. On the other hand, given output changes of equal magnitude, it is easier to adjust to a day-ahead than an hour-ahead change.
Looking at ISO-specific averages reveals that an important reason for the pronounced wind/solar differences in Table 6 All the within-ISO pairwise correlations among wind plant outputs are positive, suggesting the likelihood of higher aggregate variability than if those outputs were statistically independent.
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The individual correlations differed substantially: eight of the 10 correlations between the outputs of the five ERCOT wind facilities in this sample were below 0.2, for instance, while all three of the SPP correlations were above 0.5, as were all three of the NYISO correlations. These differences among ISOs likely reflect differences in plants' geographic 36 Recall that ISONE also stood out in Section 3.2 as having low wind and solar capacity factors. ISO-specific averages of the V and R measures in Table 6 are given in Schmalensee (2013) . The last section of Table 6 presents information on these measures for the variability measures defined by equations (7).
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Given the high correlations among the plant-level variability measures noted above, one might also expect high correlations across ISOs for the Rs corresponding to wind plant variability measures, and the correlations for wind plants in fact 38 Obviously this measure is at best a rough approximation, which it is hoped will shed some light on differences among ISOs. More refined analyses employing more comprehensive information include Katzenstein et al (2010) , Fertig et al (2012) , and Huang et al (2013) . 39 The statistics shown were computed using all available data for each ISO, not just data for 2011. I initially computed the ISO-level variability measures for solar generation used in Table 8 by restricting the sample to hours when either actual total ISO generation was positive or total ISO generation was positive in both comparison hours and compared it with plant-level measures computed similarly. This yielded anomalous results for ISONE, however. Two ISONE solar plants had positive outputs for many fewer hours than the third, so that the sample used to measure ISO-level variability had many hours in which output from those two plants were zero and aggregate variability was accordingly low. (These two facilities had positive output for fewer than 20% of the hours in 2011, while the third ISONE plant and all other plants in the sample had positive output for at least 45% of those same hours.) To remove the effect of these differences, I recomputed all plant-specific measures used in the solar comparisons in Table 8 using the same set of hours as for the ISO measures. ISO and plant samples of hours were somewhat different for the other two ISOs as well, but the same recomputation produced only tiny changes in their numbers.
range from 0.62 (Rht and Rdt) and 0.99 (Rd and Rdt). ISONE would seem to have gained less from averaging than the other ISOs: it accounts for all of the wind-plant minimum R's in Table   6 , as well as the minimum R for solar facility Vhts. At the other extreme, PJM accounts for all the maximum values for wind plants shown in the Table. On the other hand, PJM seems to have gained distinctly less from geographic averaging among solar plants than the other two ISOs.
The tiny within-ISO sample sizes and our lack of knowledge about the geographic dispersion of the plants in those samples counsel against taking these differences too seriously, of course.
Finally, except for CAISO solar plants, the gains from geographic averaging are substantially lower in all cases at the day-ahead than at the hour-ahead time-scale. This suggests that intra-ISO changes in wind and solar energy from day to day are more highly correlated than changes from hour to hour. In fact, among wind plants the assumption of statistical independence seems a good approximation for Vht and Vh except for ISONE, since the corresponding Rs all exceed 0.80.
No or Low Generation
A rough indicator of the need to provide backup capacity for wind or solar facilities explored in this section is the frequency with which these intermittent generators unexpectedly produce little or no output at the regional level. These two technologies have quite different behaviors on this dimension: wind generators fairly often (as quantified below) produce zero output, while solar facilities rarely produce zero except at night.
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I deal first with wind and then with solar.
Every wind plant had at least 100 hours with zero output in 2011, and all but two (one in CAISO and one on the Gulf coast in ERCOT) had at least 300.
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The average across all units was 948 hours, just under 11% of the year, and the maximum was 1879 hours (in ISONE). The available evidence suggests that most zero-output hours occurred because there was simply not enough wind, not because of ISO curtailment orders. Curtailment orders would seem extremely unlikely when the spot price is positive, since with marginal cost of wind generation effectively zero, a positive price signals that it is in both the generator's and the system's interest for output to be positive. In 2011, for all but 4 facilities (2 western ERCOT plants, and one each in MISO 40 This, of course, reflects the fact that wind generators need a certain minimum wind speed to produce electricity (they also produce zero when the wind speed exceeds a safe maximum), while photovoltaic facilities produce something when 41 More detail on differences between ISOs related to plant level zero-output hours are given in Schmalensee (2013) .
and CAISO), more than 97% of hours with zero generation occurred when the spot price was positive. The average of this percentage across all units in the sample was 96.3%. Thus the vast majority of zero-output hours were very unlikely to have been the result of curtailment orders.
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In addition, most hours with zero facility generation were part of spells of zero generation lasting at least three hours: the corresponding percentage averaged 83% across all plants and was above 70% for all but one plant (in CAISO). Table 7 is concerned with episodes of zero output at all sample plants in each ISO.
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Ideally, the likelihood that a new wind facility would have zero output at the same time as other wind facilities in the same ISO would be a consideration in site selection, but existing subsidy schemes provide no incentives for this to occur.
In 2011 only ERCOT had no hours in which none of the wind plants in the sample were generating, and only the last three ISOs listed in Table 7 had fewer than 70 such hours. These three also had much lower ratios of the number of such hours to the average number of hours a plant in the ISO had zero output, as the second column in Table 7 shows.
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Because we have only a small sample of the wind facilities in each ISO, it is not necessarily the case that no wind plants in the ISO had positive output when all our sample plants produced zero. But if the plants in this sample are reasonably dispersed within each ISO, as I had requested them to be, periods when none of them are generating are likely to be periods in which total wind generation in the ISO is at least low and perhaps close to zero. As Table 7 shows, the bulk of ISO-wide zero generation hours in 2011 occurred in the daytime (defined as above as 6:00 am to 10:00 pm), when wind generation tends to be somewhat lower on average than at night.
Apart from CAISO, a large fraction of the hours of ISO-wide zero generation from wind facilities in this sample in 2011 were parts of spells lasting at least three hours, though the importance of such spells was substantially lower at the ISO level than at the plant level in all cases. The three northeastern ISOs -NYISO, ISONE, and PJM -stand out not only in terms of 42 Since the production tax credit for wind power in 2011 was $23/MWh, as long as the spot price a generator faced exceeded -$23, it was in the generator's interest for its output to be positive. (Many facilities received additional compensation under state RPS and other programs or sold under long-term contracts with positive prices and so would find production profitable at even lower spot prices.) For all but one of the four facilities just mentioned in the text, at least 97% of zero-output hours had a spot price above -$23. The remaining unit, in MISO, faced such a price during 93% of the hours when it produced no output. 43 See Gunturu and Schlosser (2011) for one study of regional calm periods in the U.S. with little or no wind generation possible and a discussion of other such studies. 44 In 2011 these averages ranged from 532 hours in ERCOT to 1,424 hours in ISONE.
the incidence of hours with zero output from all sample plants but also in terms of the length of zero-output spells. All had spells of at least 13 consecutive hours of zero output from all sample plants, while the maximum spell length in the other ISOs was 6 hours.
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Geographic averaging will be more effective in reducing or eliminating periods of ISOwide zero or low generation if instances of zero generation at the plant level are independent events than if they are positively related. If hours with zero generation at the plant level were independent events, the probability of an hour with zero generation at the ISO level would simply be the product of the corresponding plants' probabilities. The last column in Table 7 reports the ratio of the actual frequency of zero-generation hours at the ISO level to the product of the plant-specific frequencies, using all available data for each ISO because of the rarity of ISO-level zeros. All ratios are substantially above one. The second-last column uses the normal approximation to the binomial distribution to construct a test statistic that would have a standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis of independence. All the resulting Z-statistics are large enough to reject that null hypothesis at any conceivable significance level. For ERCOT, which experienced only one hour of ISO-wide zero wind generation in the entire sample, the exact probability that no such hours would occur under independence was 0.9956, so that the probability of observing one or more hours under that null hypothesis is well under 0.01.
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Thus the last two columns of Table 7 show that there is a statistically significant and quantitatively important regional low-wind effect, so that geographic averaging of wind output is generally likely to be noticeably less effective at reducing this dimension of variability than if plant-level zero-generation hours occurred independently.
45 Some of the difference in the incidence of ISO-wide zero-output hours between MISO and ERCOT on the one hand and the northeastern ISOs on the others necessarily reflects the fact that these two ISOs contributed 5 plants each to our sample, while the others contributed only three each. To get a rough sense of how much of the measured ISO-level performance difference reflected this sample size difference, I examined sub-samples of three facilities from MISO and ERCOT. The MISO sub-sample, chosen at random, had 28 zero-output hours in 2011, 57% of zero-output hours in spells of at least three hours, and a maximum zero-output spell in all the data lasting 8 hours.
The ERCOT sub-sample, consisting of two plants in the west and one on the coast, had only 2 zero-output hours in all the data, neither of which occurred in 2011. Thus it does not seem likely that the difference between the number of units sampled in MISO and ERCOT on the one hand and NYISO, ISONE, and PJM on the other is the main source of the substantial performance differences shown in Table 7 . 46 As mentioned above, data in U.S. Department of Energy (2012) suggests that curtailment was particularly frequent in ERCOT, and a significant fraction of the zero-output hours in two of the five ERCOT units occurred when the spot price was negative, suggesting the possibility of frequent curtailments. Thus the low incidence of ERCOT-wide zero output hours is somewhat surprising.
Solar plants of course have long periods with zero region-wide generation every day, but these periods are almost completely predictable. It might be a troublesome surprise if a solar facility produced nothing in some hour despite having produced positive output in the hour before and the hour after, but such events are extremely rare, accounting for less than 0.3% of the relevant hours for the average plant. Zero generation was more frequent when generation was positive in the same hour in the two adjacent days, but even these events only occurred in 3.4%
of the relevant hours for the average plant. Rather than devote attention to events that are so rare even at the plant level, it seemed more useful to focus on hours of low, though generally positive, generation relative to the two adjacent hours or to the same hour in the two adjacent days, defining "low generation" as an output less than half the mean of the two comparison hours.
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It turns out that even incidents of low generation relative to adjacent hours are not common at the plant level -the average in 2011 was 133 hours, 1.5% of the hours in the year.
Even though the tests for independence described above strongly reject the null hypothesis, ISOlevel incidents of low generation relative to adjacent hours are extremely rare: CAISO had no such hours in 2011, ISONE had one, and PJM had only 14.
Hours with low plant-level generation relative to the same hour in adjacent days were much more common in 2011; the average was 583 hours. Independence is again strongly rejected, and the incidence of ISO-level hours with low generation relative to adjacent days ranged from 18 (CAISO) to 473 (PJM). One can think of these events as reflecting days that are much cloudier than adjacent days, and it is no surprise that the probability that such days occur for any one plant has an apparently important regional component -or that such events are much less common in California than in the East.
Some Implications
This study has used a unique dataset to investigate many aspects of the performance of individual wind and solar generators across the U.S. The message that emerges most clearly is the general importance of variability within and between ISOs and, for some measures, over time. While data covering a more comprehensive sample of plants and more years would be desirable, it seems unlikely that such a dataset would fail to deliver this same message. In any 47 Further details on instances of low generation are provided in Schmalensee (2013 to be important, and performance often varies over time.
Serious students of electric power systems already know that no two regional systems are alike because of differences in generation fleets, market rules, and load profiles. This study underlines the fact that no two wind or solar generators are alike either. While average performance is certainly of some interest, actual performance is likely to differ considerably between and within regions, and regional averages can change over time. Similarly, treating all wind units or all solar units identically for capacity market or planning purposes may mask substantial differences and lead to perverse outcomes. For instance, Roberts and Porter (2012) reported that both MISO and ERCOT simply used fixed percentages of nameplate capacity for planning purposes, even though the peak-price period capacity factors in our sample units varied from 0.15 to 0.31 in MISO and from 0.08 to 0.46 in ERCOT. Similarly, despite the large differences in the benefits that ISOs have realized from geographic averaging, Roberts and Porter (2012) report that only CAISO attempted to reward individual facilities for contributing to system diversity.
Two of the patterns observed in Sections 3 and 4 have clear implications for public policy. First, when spot prices are negative and wind or solar plants are able to generate, they generally do so. Encouraging renewable generation when its marginal value to the electric grid is negative obviously raises costs to society, but that is what both the federal PTC and state RPS programs do by rewarding all covered generation equally, regardless of when and where it occurs. In regions with organized wholesale markets, it would provide superior incentives to pay output subsidies only when the spot price is positive or even to pay them on top of (or even make them proportional to) the spot price -i.e., to adopt some version of what has been called a premium-based feed-in tariff (PFIT). 48 In regions that have not yet adopted organized wholesale markets and thus lack nodal spot prices, it would be better to base subsidies on system lambda than to ignore changes in the value of electricity over time. 49 Moreover, Schmidt et al (2013) argue that a PFIT would provide an incentive to site incremental wind generators where the covariance with the spot price would be high, all else equal, incentives that current U.S. subsidy regimes and flat feed-in tariffs do not provide. In a simulation study of the Austrian market they find that as a consequence of this incentive, under a PFIT scheme the spatial diversification of wind facilities would be greater, the correlation of wind output with system marginal costs would be higher, and the variance of aggregate wind output would be lower than under a flat feed-in tariff. Thus they find that a PFIT would help address some of the intermittency issues considered in Section 4.
Finally, a second empirical pattern with clear implications for public policy is the huge observed regional differences in facility performance -most clearly the capacity factor differences presented in Table 2 and depicted in Figures 1 and 2 . One reason why wind or solar plants are sometimes built on sites that will produce poor performance is that site choice is constrained by state RPS programs that limit the locations of facilities that can be used to satisfy utilities' renewable energy requirements, often because of a desire to create in-state jobs. Since wind and solar generation are very capital-intensive technologies, it is unlikely that these limits can ever have much impact on any state's employment. But it is certain that for the nation as a whole it would be more efficient to generate electricity from solar power in CAISO than in ISONE, and it would be more efficient to generate electricity from wind in SPP than in NYISO.
A national RPS program (or feed-in-tariff) would give a much higher return per dollar spent than a collection of state programs that restrict generator siting.
A.2. Solar Generators
Data for two of the ISONE solar units ran from 4/2/2010 through 3/31/2012, a total of 17,520
hours. Data for the third unit also ran through 3/31/2012 but did not begin until 10/2/2010, for a total of 13,128 hours and an early/late overlap of 4,392 hours. The calculations reported in Tables 8 and 10 generation. These were set to zero. In addition, the raw data showed generation equal to 88% of the maximum observed generation for one stretch of 66 consecutive hours. Rather than lose these days, I replaced the apparently erroneous numbers with actual generation in the corresponding hours of adjacent days. The net effect was to reduce 2011 generation by 2.33%.
A.3. Price Distributions
While the main focus of this study is on the variation of generation plant output and its relation to nodal spot price, our data set provides considerable new information on nodal spot prices in U.S. ISOs. Table A .1 provides summary information on those prices in 2011. Average prices (across all nodes within an ISO) varied by almost a factor of two across the ISOs. More surprising, perhaps, are the differences in variability, as measured by the average of nodespecific coefficients of variation. Some of this no doubt reflects substantial regional differences in caps on energy prices: the maximum prices observed in ERCOT ($3510) and CAISO ($2297) in 2011 were well above those in the other ISOs. But this is not the whole story: the maximum observed price in MISO ($591) was among the lower ones, but the corresponding coefficient of variation was substantially above all except those for ERCOT and CAISO.
All but one of the nodal price distributions (a wind plant in PJM) were right-skewed according to the standard scaled-third-moment measure, and the mean exceeded the median for all 34 distributions. Because these distributions are heavy-tailed (as discussed below), it seemed useful to present a measure of skewness involving the tails. Letting μ be the sample mean of a nodal price distribution and F -1 its empirical inverse distribution function, the rskew statistics summarized in Table A .1 are defined as follows:
Qualitatively, rskew gives the ratio of the length of the right-hand tail to the length of the lefthand tail. The rskew statistic exceeded one for all but one of the facilities in this sample (the exception was a wind plant in MISO). The differences in rskew among ISOs in Visual inspection of time-series plots at individual nodes gives the impression of many small deviations from the mean, coupled with a few quite large deviations. The standard scaledfourth-moment measure of kurtosis confirms this impression; all 34 price distributions are leptokurtic, with heavier-than-gaussian tails.
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In an attempt to provide a more intuitive measure of tail heaviness, Table A .1 presents ISO-specific averages of ckurt, defined as follows:
where σ is the sample standard deviation, and F -1 is as above. For a normal distribution, the difference in the denominator in this equation would be two standard deviations, so one can think 51 Different measures of skewness give different results, however. According to the standard scaled-third-moment measure, the distributions in NYISO and ERCOT were, on average, much more skewed than those in the other ISOs. And according to the (mean-median)/σ measure, the distributions in SPP, ISONE, and PJM stand out as more skewed on average than the others. 52 Jónsson et al (2010) find that spot price distributions in Denmark are also positively skewed and leptokurtic. In this data set, output change distributions showed smaller departures from normality; see Schmalensee (2013) for details.
of the ratio in the denominator as an estimator of the standard deviation based on the center of the data and the assumption of normality. If the distribution has heavier-than-gaussian tails, however, the sample standard deviation, based on all the data, will be larger than this ratio. Thus differences between ckurt and one gives an indication of the extent to which tail heaviness affects that standard deviation. Table A .1 indicates that the price distributions in ERCOT, NYISO, and CAISO depart substantially more from normality than those in the other ISOs, a result consistent with that obtained using the standard scaled-fourth-moment measure.
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The next two columns in Table A .1 provide average serial correlation coefficients for each ISO. The first-order serial correlation coefficients provide a measure of the smoothness of the price series over time. Differences among ISOs are substantial, with ISONE and CAISO being the extreme cases. Correlations between the prices in hours h and h-24 reflect the day-today variability in prices, taking out diurnal effects. These correlations are all lower than the firstorder correlations, with the day-to-day correlation in CAISO lower by more than a factor of two than that in any other ISO. These statistics indicate that time-of-day pricing is not a good approximation to true dynamic pricing.
The final three columns in 
A.4. Estimating Gains from Geographic Averaging
53 It is worth noting the difference between the maximum and minimum prices faced by generators in 2011 was more than twice as large in ERCOT and CAISO than in any other ISO. NYISO did not stand out on this measure. Under independence the probability of one or more such hours would be .0044. **Statistics in the columns below were computed using all available data, not just 2011 data.
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